A possible explanation for the rise of the incumbency advantage in U.S. elections asserts that party and incumbency are close informational substitutes. A common claim in the literature is that as the salience of partisan cues decreased, voters attached themselves to the next available piece of information -incumbency. Minnesota state legislative elections provides a unique setting for testing this idea. These elections switched from using non-partisan to partisan ballots and primaries in 1973. We find that after the switch to partisan elections, party voting increased substantially. However, contrary to expectations, the incumbency advantage increased as well. These patterns suggest that party and incumbency are not close substitutes for large numbers of voters, and that cue-substitution cannot explain the rise of the incumbency advantage.
Sometime in the middle of the twentieth century, incumbency emerged as a new force in American electoral politics. Political parties had dominated American elections for nearly a century. Although party is still the single best predictor of voter behavior, party attachments declined in the 1950s and 1960s, and incumbency emerged as a substantial additional factor in voters' reasoning and election outcomes. Aldrich and Niemi (1996) go so far as to characterize the last four decades of the century as a new electoral alignment.
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Was the rise of incumbency and the decline of party more than a historical coincidence?
Some of the earliest and most comprehensive studies of the incumbency advantage argue that the declining importance of party in fact caused the incumbency advantage. In one of the seminal papers on the incumbency advantage, David Mayhew (1974, page 313) 
writes:
"It is possible that incumbents have been profiting not from any exertions of their own but from changes in voter attitudes. A logic suggests itself. Voters dissatisfied with partisan cues could be searching for any other cues that are available in deciding how to vote. The incumbency cue is readily at hand." The behavior of modern incumbents and challengers may have contributed to the relative salience of incumbency as well. Casework, campaign advertising, and credit claiming by incumbents emphasize their performance in office and often deemphasize party (Cain, Ferejohn, and Fiorina, 1987) . This view frequently appears in standard introductory texts on congress.
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In addition to the broad historical trends, some studies analyze individual-level survey data and find detailed evidence consistent with cue-substitution. Nelson (1978, page 677) summarizes her findings as follows: "As a voting cue, incumbency serves as an alternative to party identification. " Cover (1977, pages 535-6) documents the increase in pro-incumbent defections from straight party voting, and even suggests that incumbency has nearly replaced 1 Gelman and King (1990) , Levitt and Wolfram (1997) and others show that the incumbency advantage for members of the U.S. House rose sharply during the 1960s and 1970s. Ansolabehere and Snyder (2002) find similar patterns for all nearly all statewide offices across the United States.
2 Smith (1999, pages 93-4) writes: "The decline of party identification in the general electorate in recent decades has probably contributed to incumbents' advantage. As voters' psychological attachment to a major party has weakened, the proportion of the electorate voting for congressional candidates in a reflexive, partisan way has declined. This enlarged pool of 'floating' voters and weak partisans has produced more ticket splitting... incumbents also have the opportunity to exploit the weakened base of support for potential challengers from the other party. In the main, incumbents have done so." This same discussion appears in Smith, Roberts and Vander Wielen (2003) . See also Davidson and Oleszek, 2002, pages 105-110. partisanship in determining congressional vote choice: "In a sense, party identification is now a meaningless voting cue for these [challenger-party] partisans in congressional elections.
They are as likely to support the incumbent candidate as they are the candidate of their own party." Some recent papers find evidence that cue-substitution may be shaped by the information environment. Goidel and Shields (1994) and Shields, Goidel and Tadlock (1995) argue that as partisan ties have weakened citizens rely more on mass media for voting cues, and since incumbents receive much more media coverage than challengers, incumbents are advantaged. Schaffner et al. (2001, page 11) investigate the following hypothesis: "By removing party identification from the ballot, less informed citizens lose their greatest information shortcut for making an educated vote... A frequently available and important voting cue is incumbency." Finally, Iyengar (2002, page 693) argues: "In the case of non-partisan judicial elections, voters may overcome their lack of information about the candidates's experience or professional/legal credentials by relying on name recognition or by taking the word of credible public figures who have endorsed particular candidates. In many cases, name recognition may provide incumbent candidates with an edge."
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On the other hand, some findings cast doubt on the simple cue-substitution claim. Ferejohn (1977) shows that party loyalty changed little in U.S. House elections from the 1950s through the 1970s. Krehbiel and Wright (1983, page 140) argue that "dealignment accounts for little of the increase in incumbency voting." Examining U.S. Senate and state gubernatorial elections, Ansolabehere and Snyder (2002) provide mixed evidence. During the 1950s-1970s incumbency became an increasingly important predictor of the vote, while the effect of party identification fell -consistent with cue-substitution. During the 1980s, however, the importance of party identification rose, but there was no corresponding decline in the importance of incumbency. They also find little correlation between the magnitudes of the party effect and the incumbency effect across states and across types of offices. This paper tests the cue-substitution claim by exploiting a quasi-experiment created in the shift from non-partisan to partisan elections. When party information is readily available, voters use it -in fact, it appears to be the dominant consideration for most voters.
Under non-partisan elections, however, it is difficult for voters to learn the party affiliations of competing candidates. The cue-substitution claim predicts that many voters will seek other cues, including incumbency. With the shift to partisan elections, all candidates' party affiliations appear on the ballot, and voters can switch to the party cue. If cue-substitution is important, then the incumbency advantage will fall after the change, and party voting will increase, as voters rely less on incumbency status and more on party affiliation in deciding how to vote.
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Two states have used non-partisan ballots extensively for their state legislative elections -Minnesota, and Nebraska. Of these, Minnesota is an ideal case for testing the cuesubstitution claim. The timing of the change from non-partisan to partisan ballots allows us to measure how much the introduction of a strong party cue reduces the incumbency advantage. Minnesota used the non-partisan ballot and non-partisan primary for state legislative elections from 1913 to 1973. The legislature adopted the partisan ballot for its elections in 1973, well after incumbency had emerged as an important feature of U.S. elections.
We examine the long-run change in party and incumbency voting in Minnesota state senate elections from the 1950s through the 1980s. The introduction of the party ballot in the 1970s lets us examine whether voters were likely to have substituted incumbency for party in their electoral decision making. Specifically, we estimate a standard model of elections that decomposes the vote share into three components -the party normal vote, an incumbency advantage, and an idiosyncratic factor -and examine the relative strength of these three components over time, especially following the introduction of the partisan ballot.
To check the robustness of our finding, we also use partisan elections for statewide offices in Minnesota and other states as reference groups against which to compare the changes in Minnesota senate elections.
We find that the introduction of party labels on the ballot and of party primaries increased party voting in Minnesota state senate elections substantially, but, contrary to expectations, the incumbency advantage increased as well. While the increase in partisanship in Minnesota legislative election runs against the national trend of the time, the increase in incumbency voting resembles trends in Minnesota partisan state elections and state elections throughout the county. The incumbency advantage in Minnesota followed the same trajectory as elsewhere in the country, despite the fact that Minnesota experienced a sudden increase in the availability of party cues. Our finding therefore suggests that incumbency and party are not close substitutes for voters, casting doubt on the cue-substitution claim that explains the rise in the incumbency advantage by the decline of party.
One other paper has studied voting behavior in Minnesota when the partisan ballot replaced the non-partisan ballot. Schaffner et al. (2001) compare two elections -the election immediately prior to the introduction of the partisan ballot and the election immediately after the change. They find that the incumbency advantage dropped 5 percentage points, from approximately 10 points to 5 points from 1972 to 1976, and the effect of party rose.
Our results are quite different; we find that the incumbency advantage increased after the shift to partisan elections. There are two reasons for this discrepancy. First, they examined only two elections, which could bias their results if either of the elections was an unusual case. Indeed, as we show below, the two years that they studied were unusual in terms of the size of the incumbency advantage. Second, and related to the first point, we regard the shift in voting pattern as a long-term effect, which cannot be captured by examining such a short period of time. Ultimately, the hypothesis is about a general, long-term shift in behavior. The short-term change might reflect the temporary shock of the party ballot, or special features of the specific elections.
5 A further concern is Schaffner et al.'s coding of candidates' partisan affiliation in the pre-1973 election. We discuss these issues in more detail below.
Data and Methods
We estimate how the shift from non-partisan to partisan ballots alters the effects of party and incumbency on voting. We use a well-established model of incumbency and party effects (see Levitt and Wolfram, 1997; Ansolabehere and Snyder, 2002) to measure the extent to which incumbency and party are substitutes. We do this by estimating the shift in the incumbency and party parameters after the change from non-partisan to partisan elections.
Intervention: Non-partisan and Partisan Elections
The intervention studied in this paper is the introduction of the party ballot and primary in lieu of the non-partisan elections in Minnesota legislative elections.
The non-partisan ballot was one of several electoral reforms pushed by the progressive movement at the beginning of the twentieth century. Minnesota adopted non-partisan primaries and general election ballots for state legislative elections in 1913. Nebraska followed suit in 1934, and, in addition, created a unicameral legislature. Nebraska still has a nonpartisan, unicameral state legislature.
Apparently, the non-partisan ballot was originally passed in Minnesota because of a political miscalculation. Democrats in the legislature proposed a constitutional amendment in 1913 to make lower-level statewide elections non-partisan. As a parliamentary maneuver to kill the bill, regular Republicans attached an amendment to make state legislative elections non-partisan, thinking that some Democrats and Republican reformers would defect from the bill once their own jobs were at stake. However, many Democrats and Republican reformers embraced the entire bill as a way to distance themselves from the highly partisan debate over prohibition (Adrian, 1950; Seitz and Shaw, 1977) . Primary and general elections for state legislature remained non-partisan from 1913 through 1973.
Even though elections were non-partisan, factional caucuses gave a partisan flavor to Minnesota legislative politics and elections. The legislature had organized itself into distinctive Liberal and Conservative Caucuses, especially after the merger of the Democratic and Farmer-Labor parties, and the caucuses were loosely tied to the parties in the state.
Sometime in the mid-1950s the caucuses began endorsing candidates for state legislature.
This resulted in something akin to a two-party system in the state, even with non-partisan ballots and primaries. Voter guides published by the newspapers in the 1950s and 1960s
reveal that almost every Conservative-endorsed candidate had a background in Republican politics, such as a county party chair, and every liberal-endorsed candidate had a background in Democratic politics. Also, the non-partisan primary was a run-off system where the candidates with the top vote shares in the primary were put on the ballot for the general election. It was possible for two Liberals to face each other or two Conservatives to face each other, but almost all general elections pitted a Conservative against a Liberal.
The fact that legislative caucuses and party endorsements made the elections effectively two party contests, without providing voters with the same type of information as in partisan elections, is useful for our model specification and estimation. Because of this we can refer to the candidates as Republican and Democratic, even though they were not officially nominated by the parties, and use the standard estimation techniques used for elections with two party competition.
The partisan ballot increasingly became a political issue throughout the 1960s. Republican and Conservative legislators dominated the state legislature during the non-partisan era.
Following Gilbert (1962) , Seitz and Shaw (1977) argue that Republicans and Conservative candidates benefitted from not having party labels on the ballot. They claim that many Minnesotans who would have voted for a Democrat were unsure of the partisan or policy positions of the competing candidates, and opted to vote for incumbents, even though they were conservatives. The historical context suggests that party voting was expected to increase after 1973. It is unclear how legislators thought this would affect their personal electoral fortunes. Observers at the time suggest that this change would lower vote margins of sitting legislators. For example, Adrian (1950, p. 387) writes that in Minnesota, "nonpartisan elections give a tremendous advantage to familiar names, particularly those of incumbents." Thus, we would expect a larger incumbency advantage in the non-partisan as compared to the partisan era.
Model Specification
We estimate a standard model of elections in which the vote is decomposed into three components -the party normal vote, an incumbency advantage, and an idiosyncratic factor (see Levitt and Wolfram, 1997; Ansolabehere and Snyder, 2002) . Specifically, the Demo- Let V it be the share of the two-party vote received by the Democratic candidate running for district i in year t. Let I it = 1 if the Democratic candidate running for district i in year t is an incumbent, let I it = −1 if the Republican candidate running for district i in year t is an incumbent, and let I it = 0 if the contest for district i in year t is an open-seat race.
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The normal vote, N it , is measured using the average Democratic vote share for various statewide offices -president, governor, U.S. Senator, secretary of state, and state auditor.
We distinguish the elections held under party ballots and primaries with those held under non-party ballots and primaries. In the regression analysis this is done with an indicator variable for those senate elections held before and after 1973. We call this dummy variable Party Ballot. Thus, let P it = 0 if the election is held before 1973, and let P it = 1 if the 7 Gelman and King (1990) estimate a slightly different model, which uses lagged vote to establish the expected distribution of the vote. The two models produce very similar estimates of the incumbency advantage, but it is unclear what the normal party vote is in the Gelman and King model (see Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart, 2000) . In particular, lagged vote is a function of lagged incumbency, so we prefer the model used here.
8 In the elections immediately following each redistricting, there are a few races in which both parties' candidates are incumbents. election is held after 1973.
The incumbency, party, and idiosyncratic factors are estimated using a simple specification where Democratic Vote in the senate election is a linear function of year effects, Incumbency, Democratic Normal Note, interactions of Incumbency and Normal Vote with Party Ballot, and idiosyncratic factors. The specifications is as follows:
The α t 's are year-specific fixed effects that capture partisan tides and other idiosyncratic shocks specific to a given election. The coefficient α 3 captures whether there is a stronger correlation in partisan voting between the state senate and the normal vote after the change to partisan state legislative elections. The coefficient α 4 captures whether there is an increase in the incumbency advantage after the change to partisan state legislative elections. If cuesubstitution exists, then we should find α 3 > 0 and α 4 < 0. That is, after the shift to partisan elections, we would expect a stronger relationship between the party vote share in state senate races and the normal vote, and a smaller incumbency advantage.
Data and Sources
We study Minnesota state senate elections from 1958 to 1990. Minnesota state senators are elected to four-year terms. Elections are held every year after decennial redistricting and at four year intervals thereafter. Non-partisan state senate elections were held in 1958, 1962, 1966, 1970 and 1972 . Partisan senate elections were first held in 1976, then according the 4-year schedule taking into account redistricting years : 1980, 1982, 1986, and 1990 .
We focus on the state senate, because many of the state lower house elections in Minnesota involved multi-seat districts during the period under study. These multi-seat races raise a variety of methodological complications. 
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We exclude three types of races from the analysis: (i) uncontested races, (ii) races with strong third-party candidates, and (iii) races where the two "main-party" candidates had the same partisan orientation. 12 Omitting the first two types of cases is standard in the literature. The third type is unique to the non-partisan environment, however, and requires some discussion.
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Identifying candidates' party affiliations during the non-partisan era requires some detec-10 The offices and years used to calculate the normal partisan vote are listed in Table 2 .
11 The ROAD data are available at http://www.hmdc.harvard.edu/ROAD/. 12 Out of a total of 670 races, 57 were uncontested, 6 had third-party candidates, and 24 involved two candidates of the same partisan orientation.
13 It is unclear how Schaffner et al. (2001) 
Party Cues
Even in Minnesota's non-partisan state senate elections, it appears that party provided the foundation for voting. However, the importance of party grew sharply after the introduction of the partisan primary and ballot in 1973.
To gauge the importance of party labels, and how this changed over time, we examine disaggregated voting returns at the town and precinct level. Squire and Smith (1988) find that many voters use partisan information in nonpartisan judicial elections in California.
18 In the non-partisan era, almost all of the candidates whose vote shares are positively correlated with the Democratic statewide office vote shares are classified as Democratic-Types. In the partisan era, this is true of all candidates.
party is a strong cue in the state senate race, and small otherwise. Let the absolute value of the correlation coefficient for district i in year t be Corr(SW, SS) it . Also, for each year t, let Corr(SW, SS) t = i Corr(SW, SS) it /N t be the average of these absolute correlation coefficients, where N t is the number of contested state senate races in year t. -1958, 1962, 1966, 1970, 1986 and 1990 . See Table A .1 for a list of the statewide offices used in each year, and for the numerical estimates.
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[ Figure 1 ] Figure 1 also reveals the value of party cues. First, compare the degree of party voting in statewide and state legislative offices in 1958, 1962, 1966, and 1970 . During these elections, candidates for statewide offices were selected through a partisan primary and elected on a partisan ballot. The average value of Corr(SW ) for these elections is .936. This is much larger than the average for non-partisan state senate elections (Corr(SW, SS)), which is .505.
Second, and perhaps more important for this analysis, party cues clearly increased party voting in the state senate elections. Voting behavior in Minnesota state senate elections appears somewhat partisan even during the non-partisan years -1958, 1962, 1966, and 1970 . The value of Corr(SW, SS) is about .50 in each of these years, suggesting that a large segment of the electorate consistently voted for one party across offices even though party labels did not appear on the state senate ballots. By the 1980s, after the introduction of the party primary and ballot, the average value of Corr(SW, SS) had risen to .750. This is not much different from the average baseline correlation, Corr(SW ), which had fallen to .805.
Thus, a decade after the introduction of the party ballot and primary, the level of party voting in state senate elections was similar to that of other offices in state.
The rise in Corr(SW, SS) can be attributed to the stronger party cue associated with partisan elections. Having information on the ballot makes it easier for voters to identify candidates' party affiliations. Statewide elections show a high degree of party voting in the 1950s and 1960s, and levels of party voting in state senate elections converge to the rate of party voting exhibited in statewide offices.
One possible reason for the shift in voting patterns is lower roll-off, the percentage difference between the total number of votes for a particular office (state senate) and for the race at the top of the ticket (president, governor, or U.S. Senator). Studies of non-partisan judicial elections often find high roll-off rates. Lacking a strong party cue on the ballot, less informed voters might not vote for offices about which they know very little. We would expect this selection effect to strengthen the correlation between the partisan vote shares for the state senate and statewide offices even during the non-partisan period. If only the voters who are informed vote in the non-partisan elections then the voting behavior should appear very similar for the partisan and non-partisan elections.
Somewhat surprisingly, however, there was relatively little roll-off in Minnesota state senate elections before 1974. The roll-off in the non-partisan period was about 10%, compared to a rate of about 6% during the partisan period. Furthermore, a majority of the state's roll-off was concentrated in the counties containing the major cities, Hennepin, Ramsey, and St. Louis. Excluding Hennepin, Ramsey, and St. Louis county districts from the analysis yields the same substantive findings.
The large number of voters who did not vote along partisan lines and who did not abstain from voting for a state senate candidate suggests that they were voting on some other cue, such as incumbency, ethnicity, hometown or gender. The next subsection examines whether there is evidence that voters substituted the incumbency cue for the party cue.
Incumbency Advantages
The cue-substitution claim holds that voters abandoned party labels and replaced that information with incumbency as a cue to which candidate best represented the voters' interests. This assumes that incumbency and party are substitutes in voters' minds. In the Minnesota case, the introduction of the party ballot led to a large increase in party voting. If the cue-substitution claim is right, then the ballot reforms should also have led to a long-run drop in incumbency voting in Minnesota legislative elections. By how much did incumbency voting drop from the 1960s to the 1980s?
The answer is: Not at all. Table 1 presents OLS estimates of equation (1) The interactions measure the shift in the coefficient on party normal vote and the shift in the incumbency effect. If cue-substitution occurs then we expect the coefficient on party to rise (a positive interaction) and the coefficient on incumbency to fall (a negative interaction).
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[ Table 1] As in Figure 1 The pooled analysis is intended as an overall measure of the effects of party and incumbency over the long-run. A maintained assumption of that analysis is that the effects of party and incumbency do not trend -important overtime change is reflected in the shift parameters. We estimated the model for each election to examine short-term variations in effects and possible trends. Table 2 reports the results.
[ Table 2] The general lessons from Table 1 remain. There is clear evidence of the electoral value of the party cue, but no evidence of cue-substitution. In fact, the incumbency advantage is either unrelated to the intervention or higher. Both the party and incumbency coefficients are significantly larger over the five elections after 1973 than they were during the five elections Looking at the longer trends in party and incumbency effects, it is evident that cuesubstitution cannot explain the patterns of voting in Minnesota state senate elections. Cuesubstitution implies that as partisan voting grows, incumbency voting should fall. Instead, we find that the effects of party and incumbency are both higher in the five elections after the ballot reform than they are in the five elections before the reform. That is, party and incumbency together account for noticeably more of the variation in the vote after the ballot reform.
Minnesota State Senate Elections in Context
The analysis in Tables 1 and 2 Second, there may be more substantial changes in incumbency. For example, perhaps it was the case that incumbency was going to grow even more and the party ballot capped a trend. That is, some substitution took place but it was not observable. Does the growth of incumbency in Minnesota state legislative elections resemble what occurred elsewhere?
To gain some leverage over these questions we contrast the Minnesota senate elections with other elections in Minnesota and statewide partisan elections throughout the country, during the same period . The incumbency effects are estimated using a model similar to equation (1) above, but with state-times-year fixed effects to measure the normal vote.
21 As in Table 1 , the effect is averaged over the periods 1958-1972 and 1974-1990 .
[ Table 3 ]
As shown in Why is there no tradeoff between party and incumbency? The claim that voters substitute party for incumbency, we think, rests on an assumed accounting identity. The identity is this: The vote for any office is divided into the party normal vote and the incumbency vote.
Incumbency and party provide perhaps the two most important pieces of information in elections and voting. However, these are not the only factors that voters use. Voters are also attentive to ethnicity and race, religion, personality, "friends and neighbors," campaigning, and endorsements by social and economic interest groups and other politicians. All of these other factors may cut across incumbency or party. What is missing from the above accounting is the vast array of other sorts of information about individual candidates and circumstances of elections that are not accounted for by either of these terms and which vary over time.
These other, largely idiosyncratic factors are relegated to the error term in the standard regression model of the vote.
What has changed over the last 50 years, as Ansolabehere and Snyder (2002) Minnesota's experiment with non-partisan state legislative elections illustrates that party and incumbency are not close substitutes in voters' minds and behavior. The incumbency advantage in these races was not unusually high during the period of non-partisan ballots, and it did not fall sharply following the shift to partisan ballots. It simply followed the same upward trend found in other elections. Year-effects are included but not shown above. Standard errors in parentheses. 
